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Abstract

Speech production is nuanced and unique to ev-
ery individual, but today’s Spoken Dialogue
Systems (SDSs) are trained to use general
speech patterns to successfully improve per-
formance on various evaluation metrics. How-
ever, these patterns do not apply to certain user
groups - often the very people that can bene-
fit the most from SDSs. For example, people
with dementia produce more disfluent speech
than the general population. In order to evalu-
ate systems with specific user groups in mind,
and to guide the design of such systems to de-
liver maximum benefit to these users, data must
be collected securely. In this short paper we
present CVR-SI, a bespoke tool for ethical data
collection. Designed for the healthcare domain,
we argue that it should also be used in more
general settings. We detail how off-the-shelf so-
lutions fail to ensure that sensitive data remains
secure and private. We then describe the ethical
design and security features of our device, with
a full guide on how to build both the hardware
and software components of CVR-SI. Our de-
sign ensures inclusivity to all researchers in this
field, particularly those who are not hardware
experts. This guarantees everyone can collect
appropriate data for human evaluation ethically,
securely, and in a timely manner.

1 Introduction

Data collection is vital if we are to create more
natural and more accessible spoken dialogue sys-
tems (SDSs) embedded within voice assistants and
social robots (MacWhinney et al., 2004; Yu and
Deng, 2016; Devlin et al., 2018; Williams et al.,
2022). As these technologies are applied with
admirable goals in the healthcare domain, gen-
eral voice datasets lose the ability to accurately
reflect the end-user. For example, speech produc-
tion changes as cognition declines; people use more
prepositions, slow their speech rate, pause more
frequently mid-sentence, and pause for longer du-
rations as dementia progresses (Boschi et al., 2017;

Slegers et al., 2018; Zhu et al., 2018; Nasreen et al.,
2019; Luz et al., 2021). We can refine evaluation
metrics endlessly, but a system’s practical bene-
fit to the end-user remains unknown without data
representing that specific user group.

It is critical that this data is collected ethically
and securely as vulnerable user groups are partic-
ularly common in the healthcare domain. Issues
around consent have been explored as individuals
develop cognitive impairments, but identifiable in-
formation will still be captured and this is a concern
(Haider and Luz, 2019; Addlesee and Albert, 2020).
Data privacy does not just affect people with cogni-
tive impairments however, people affected by sight
loss can unwittingly reveal sensitive information
(Ramil Brick et al., 2021; Baker et al., 2021), as
will individuals conversing during a GP consulta-
tion (Ryan et al., 2019).

Off-the-shelf devices are not secure. If used, all
sensitive data that is captured will be fully acces-
sible to anyone if the device is lost or stolen. Very
few audio recorders even exist with this capabil-
ity due to copyrighting of encrypted audio codecs
(Chege, 2019), and the ones that do exist are expen-
sive and not applicable or adaptable for ethical data
collection (see Table 1 in which we have included
the Philips DPM8000 for comparison). This is a
serious risk that should not be overlooked when
seeking ethical approval. In this short paper we
will detail a bespoke device, called CVR-SI, with
ethics and data security at the core of its design.

2 Previous Work

A data capture device, called CVR, was used
to collect similar data in a less-sensitive domain
(Porcheron et al., 2018). This device was used to
collect family interactions with Amazon Alexa de-
vices within participants homes over a period of
one-month. While we would argue that the CVR
would have certainly captured personally identi-
fiable information, this risk is heightened in our
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Desired Features DPM CVR CUSCO CVR-SI
Captures audio ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Clearly indicates when ’on’ to user ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓

Clearly indicates when ’recording’ to user ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓

User can easily stop the device listening ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓

Data is securely stored ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

Data is encrypted in real-time ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓

Recording uses wake-word detection ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓

Adequate Storage Capacity ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 1: A list of desired system features with indicators
of their presence within each device.

domain of interest, that is healthcare.
A security-focused data capture device, called

CUSCO (Addlesee and Albert, 2020), was created
for sensitive in-person data collections like medical
conversations. Participants would interact or com-
plete a task with the researchers in attendance at all
times. Therefore, this device does not face the same
challenges as a long-term device that cannot be
monitored or controlled mid-study. CUSCO does
implement real-time data encryption however, a
critical feature that ensures no data can be accessed
even if the device is stolen during recording.

With advice from the creators of the CVR (Con-
ditional Voice Recorder), we used their work as a
starting point. Hence our device’s name: CVR-SI
(Conditional Voice Recorder for Sensitive Informa-
tion). We then adapted the data security features of
CUSCO and integrated them to create CVR-SI. In
Table 1 you can see which of our desired features
the CVR, CUSCO, and Philips DPM8000 devices
are missing. For example, the user must be able
to easily stop the device from ‘listening’ while a
health worker is visiting.

CVR-SI has been ethically approved for use by
Heriot-Watt University’s Ethics Committee and has
been successfully used within vulnerable partici-
pant’s homes. In the following sections we will
describe the device’s software, explain the security
features, detail exactly how to construct the CVR-
SI, and highlight components that tackle ethical
issues1. The final CVR-SI can be seen in Figure 1.

3 Device Software

3.1 Wake-Word Detection
As mentioned above, we used the CVR (Porcheron
et al., 2018) as the starting point of our CVR-SI
device. We therefore started with Snowboy’s wake-
word detection, trained to detect “Alexa”, by Kitt
AI (Kitt-AI, 2020). For security reasons, this wake-

1A full writable .img of CVR-SI and a list of specific hard-
ware component URLs can be found here for reproducibility:
https://github.com/AddleseeHQ/CVR-SI

Figure 1: The fully built CVR-SI device with the ac-
companying Alexa voice assistant.

word detection must take place on-device and can-
not use a cloud service (Cho et al., 2018; Bolton
et al., 2021; Singh et al., 2021). This ensures all
data remains offline and cannot be intercepted. Ad-
ditionally, as the CVR-SI does not need to connect
to home wifi, the setup is simple and non-invasive.

Another popular on-device Snowboy alternative
is called Porcupine (Picovoice, 2022). It is more re-
cent and their benchmark2 suggested that it would
noticeably outperform Snowboy. We explored this
with both system’s “Alexa” models at different ac-
tivation sensitivities and with utterances containing
various phrases similar to the target wake-word
(other wake-words are available).

We want the CVR-SI to activate more often than
the actual Alexa voice assistant, capturing instances
where Alexa fails to listen to the user’s utterance. In
order to test this we prepared some phrases that are
similar to “Alexa” (for example: “Lexa”, “a Lexus”,
and “Alexis”), and some that are less-similar (for
example: “My Lexus”, “election”, and “a lexeme”).
We set up Porcupine and Snowboy with identical
microphones and ran them simultaneously at the
same distance from the test user. Each test phrase
was spoken within a sentence at a range of different
sensitivities. We found that both models performed
indistinguishably. We do not dispute Porcupine’s
benchmark results and suggest referring to them for
a more detailed and rigorous evaluation. We simply

2https://github.com/Picovoice/
wake-word-benchmark
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conclude that switching to Porcupine would not
impact the CVR-SI’s overall performance enough
practically to warrant carrying out the potentially
troublesome task.

3.2 Audio Buffer

As mentioned, we want the CVR-SI to capture all
failed interactions with Alexa, and this includes
failed wake-word detection. The original CVR
stored a 60-second buffer of audio for this reason,
assuming that failed interaction would be followed
by another interaction attempt. It was found that
users would repeat their utterance, clearly enunci-
ating and stripping disfluencies from their speech
(Porcheron et al., 2018). We kept this buffering fea-
ture as it is particularly important in the healthcare
domain. For example, we can discover whether
people with dementia learn to clean their speech of
disfluencies in the same manner. Storing a constant
buffer of audio is a security concern as people are
certainly going to utter personally identifiable in-
formation in their own home at some point. This
highlights the need for real-time encryption.

3.3 Data Security

Data security is imperative to avoid ethical and
legal ramifications following a data breach (Ro-
manosky et al., 2014; Labrecque et al., 2021; Ma-
such et al., 2021). These concerns are magnified
when collecting data with vulnerable participants
(Kavanaugh et al., 2006; Nordentoft and Kappel,
2011; McReynolds et al., 2017). We therefore
reproduced the data security focused design of
CUSCO (Addlesee and Albert, 2020) by using
an audited, open-source, disk encryption software
called Veracrypt (Knight, 2017). Data is encrypted
in real time and can only be accessed with a gen-
erated key. This ensures the security of the entire
corpus during collection, transport, exchange, and
storage. The CVR-SI can therefore be handled by
multiple parties without any of them being able to
access collected data.

4 Device Hardware

We created several prototypes of the CVR-SI de-
vice, and then built this device at scale (20 units)
as seen in Figure 2. Various hardware design deci-
sions were made to mitigate ethical concerns3.

3The full construction manual with component links, tool
specifications, and circuit diagrams can be found here: https:
//github.com/AddleseeHQ/CVR-SI

Figure 2: All of the materials laid out to build 20 CVR-
SI devices with accompanying Alexa assistants.

4.1 Raspberry Pi and Storage

Each CVR-SI uses a Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ as
its foundation. We made this decision based upon
the CVR-SI performance requirements. Wake-
word detection needs to run over audio continu-
ously as the buffer and stored audio is encrypted
live. The software runs smoothly on the Raspberry
Pi 3 Model B+, so the additional cost to upgrade to
a higher model was deemed redundant.

A microSD card is needed to run the software
and store the corpus. We initially used a 16Gb mi-
croSD card, but this was not sufficient due to our
deliberate over-capturing discussed above. Some
participants placed the CVR-SI next to their TV or
radio, which frequently activated the device. We
therefore upgraded to a 256Gb version of the soft-
ware (the only difference being the capacity of the
encrypted drive), and this is sufficient for 1-month
collections. Both the 16Gb and 256Gb versions of
the software will be made available.

4.2 Microphone

As the purpose of the CVR-SI is to capture audio, a
suitable microphone is required. We selected three
off-the-shelf microphones at varying price points,
and we tested the audio recording quality. We set
up all three microphones in two different rooms.
These were placed right next to each other and run
simultaneously to avoid any external factors like
background noise. We walked around the room
while talking to investigate how each microphone
handled audio input from various distances and ori-
entations. We also spoke at varying volumes and
while facing away from the microphones to test
different user setups. Some participants may speak
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more quietly (Maslan et al., 2011), so this was a
vital deciding factor. We found that the cheapest
microphone had a background crackle at all times
(we tested multiple, so this was not a defect). This
crackle made it very difficult to hear what was be-
ing said at long distances, and low volumes. It
was therefore discounted as an option. The other
two microphones were similar as the utterances
could always be heard. The most expensive mi-
crophone had many interesting features, including
a bidirectional mode for example. These features
were not useful in this omnidirectional setting, so
we selected the mid-range microphone due to cost.

4.3 Peripherals for Ethical Design

In order to support a few design features that we
considered ethically necessary, LEDs and a but-
ton are required (Pearl, 2016; Abdi et al., 2019).
One green LED lights to clearly indicate when the
CVR-SI is on and listening. One red LED lights to
clearly indicate when currently recording. The but-
ton stops the device recording and listening when
pressed, and then reactivates the device to listen
once pressed again - indicated by the green LED.
This feature can be used when family members are
visiting, health workers are in the house, or simply
if the participant is having a conversation that they
don’t want to be captured.

The communication between the Raspberry Pi
and the peripherals is achieved through a circuit
board that has to be soldered. We designed the cir-
cuit with suitable resistors to protect the LEDs and
button, ensuring they do not burn out in-use. All of
the circuitry and Raspberry Pi is housed within a
simple container with holes drilled into it for the
lights, button, and microphone cable. A soldering
iron, drill, drill bits (matching the LED and button
sizes), and glue (to attach the microphone securely)
is needed to build the CVR-SI. Please follow the
links and guide on GitHub for step-by-step guid-
ance and the circuit diagram. The device build
process can be seen in Figure 3.

5 Findings from Use in Practice

In this short paper we have detailed both the soft-
ware and hardware of CVR-SI, a data capture de-
vice with both data security and ethics at the core
of its design. The CVR-SI has been ethically ap-
proved and used to capture interactions between
people with dementia and Alexa voice assistants in
their own home. We have already learned a great

Figure 3: The CVR-SI mid-construction.

deal from real-world deployment, for example the
microSD storage upgrade described in Section 4.1.

Participants have reported using the device’s but-
ton to stop the CVR-SI capturing audio when fam-
ily or health-workers are visiting, indicating that
this feature is desired for privacy and that the LEDs
are clear. One participant noted that they used the
button at times they felt “big brother was listening”.
This is an understandable feeling that is generally
felt with smart speakers (Lau et al., 2018), indicat-
ing again that the LEDs are clear and the button is
a necessary device feature for participant comfort.

Although data analysis is yet to be complete, ini-
tial observations have revealed instances in which
the Alexa does not activate when the user says the
wake-word. The buffer has therefore proven to be
a useful feature, driving the need for live encryp-
tion. Recordings have been clear and do not skip,
demonstrating the sufficient capabilities of both the
microphone and Raspberry Pi.

Finally, participants have described how they
have used the Alexa device in their day-to-day
lives. People with dementia have been able to re-
awaken their love for music, set reminders to take
medication or walk their dogs, get help with their
crosswords, and even find new recipes to help get
involved with family mealtimes. Voice assistants
can clearly have a positive impact, so we hope our
work will accelerate voice accessibility research.
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Ethical and Societal Implications

The next generation of voice assistants need to be
more naturally interactive and accessible for every-
one, especially as SDSs are increasingly applied in
the healthcare setting. In order to make informed
design decisions and effectively evaluate new dia-
logue systems with specific user groups in mind,
potentially sensitive data must be collected. Off-
the-shelf audio recorders are not secure and cannot
be ethically approved for use, creating a barrier to
complete crucial research.

This work will not only enable us to design
dementia-friendly assistants and social robots in
the future. We hope other researchers use the CVR-
SI to make a positive impact with similar goals in
mind, and in more general settings to ensure data
privacy.
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